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turned to the Senate, embracing this new ; perceive in these proceedings a strong solici The bill would have passed the House, and one representing his own commonwealths
and, till then, unheard-of provision. The tude, and determination, too, to hold the Sen- the Senate also ; and if it then failed to be with unsurpassed ability, in the other branch
Senate, under the views which it took of its I ate responsible for the loss of the bill ; but I come a law, the responsibility would have of the Legislature? The attack was little to
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
constitutional power, could not agree to it, I look in vain for evidence of any anxiety to rested elsewhere—upon one who professes have been expected from that quarter. A
JAMES K. REMICH.
¿itficedn the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. and the bill came back to the House without save the ordinary appropriations for fortifica never to shun responsibility. It was well un scene of disgraceful disorder, such as the
a concurrence in the amendment. It was in tions. They were, apparently, very readily derstood that the President had left the Cap Speaker says he had never witnessed in ten
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— the power of the House to have waived its given up, for the other object, which was pos itol, declaring (I will not say with an oath) years’ experience here, doubtless gratified
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which amendment, and to have passed the bill. It sibly regarded a much greater one—of pros that he would hold no further communica the cherished feelings of the member into
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No chose not to do so. The gentleman himself trating the Senate.
The majority of the tion with that Congress!? M'lie disorder and the delusive fanc^-of a triumph worthy his ■
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
has given the true cause of its failure. He House, however, did noHsustain the motion confusion which I have described, prevailed ; achievement. Sfr, Isjiall not attempt enco
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for voted to recede, he says, because he was a- to adhere, but adopted the wiser course of and, whether designed for that end or not, miums upon that^ distinguished statesman.
an}’ error in any advertisement beyond the amount ware, if the House pertinaciously adhered, requesting a conference.
It was seen that did defeat the bill. The honorable Speaker, It is unnecessary'for me—it cannot be re
charged for its insertion.
the bill would be lost. It did adhere, and the the majority which passed the appropriation (Mr. Bell,) who presided with so much digni quired of any man—to come forward in his
bill ivas lost. It is unquestionably true, if was giving way. It passed, at first, by a ma ty, firmness, and impartiality during the peri defence. His character, his services, his ac
SPEECH OF MR. EVANS, OF MAINE, the Senate had voted the three millions, the jority of 32. It was insisted on, in the next od he filled the Chair, did what human tions, his opinions, the efforts of his transcend
In relation to the failure of the Bill making bill would have passed ; and it is no less true, vote, by a majority reduced to 23 ; a third means could do, in preserving order and pro ent powers are before the world. They
appropriations for fortifications at the last if the House had waived it, it would have vote reduced it to 19; and if another vote moting the despatch of business on that try speak out for him in a voice that cannot be
passed also. It failed, therefore, from a dis had been allowed to be taken, I doubt not ing night. He deserves high credit for the silenced. They stand forth in full view, and
session of Congress. Delivered in the
House of Representatives, Jan. 28, 1836.
1agreement. Pausing at this stage of the his the whole amendment would have been a- ability he displayed in that station. Vari^ys no man can obscure or blot them from the
tory, I cannot but inquire, looking at the bandoned rather than the bill should fail. motions to adjourn were made by those who history of this country. It has been exceed
[concluded.]
safety of the bill merely, what was the most Another vote upon it w>s not permitted from seemed willing to defeat the bill, and vyho, ingly painful to me to take a part, and espe
Mr. Speaker, I have said I would not dis- reasonable
.
course to be pursued ? Which
hour to the present. The conferees possibly feared that it would pass if the cially the part I have taken, in this debate.
^cuss the question whether the Senate ought ,branch could most rationally be expected, for that
were
appointed, and, ! have already said, re House continued longer in session. That Recollections of the pasture thronging in my
<»r ought not to have concurred in the appro- j
the
success
of
the
bill,
io
recede
from
ns
posi

turned
to this hall in season to have reported the bill was defeated here, and by these mind, and weigh me down in sadness—al
priation of three millions. A word or two ',
tion
?
It
will
be
recollected
this
was
a
bill
before
12
o’clock. The compromise which means, was openly charged upon this floor most in silence. Gladly would I have been
only is all I design to say. I voted against it ’
they
had
agreed
to recommend was immedi at the time by many members. A motion spared this day. But, sir, when those whom I
making
ordinary
appropriations;
the
House
in the House, and 1 have no wish to retract
it with an extraordinary one. It ately known to the members, and privately having been made “ that a message be sent hold in honor and respect—whom the country
ch« vot^ ;. not'because I was unwilling then, encumbered
ran against constitutional objections—the ve discussed. There was but one voice, so far to the Senate to notify il'ra» body that this holds high—high in its estimation, are made
or am unwilling now to appropriate money ry last to be surrendered. Could it reasona as I heard, in the House, and that was in fa House, having completed the business before it, ihs objects of attack such as we have witness
largely, amply, to put the country in a state |bly be expected or required of the Senate, in vor of its adoption. We were anxiously is now ready to close the present session by ed, I should miserably fail in my own sense
of entire defence ; I desire it of all things: but violation,
,
as they believed, of their duty and waiting, from moment to moment, for the re adjournment,” the honorable member from of duty were I to sit in silence. The day has
because I perceived, as I thought, something the
, plain injunctions of the constitution, to a- port to be made ; when, suddenly, as by an New Jersey near me, (Mr. Parker,) who is a not long gone by since I saw those who now
beside the defence of the country lurking un- (dopt that provision ? Was it unreasonable electric shock, a thrill was sent through this friend to me administration, but who was not, give sanction to this attack, and the party to
der that plausible pretext : means of aggres- (to expect and to require of the House that House, agitating and moving the countenan therefore, quite ready to abandon the bill, in which they belong, gladly, ay, anxiously seek
Sion, opportunities of exciting collision, and of (the bill, in its ordinary form, should be per ces and voices of members ; little squads quired “did the gentleman who formed the ing the aid of the powerful arm of that great
kindling up in the public mind warlike dis- mitted
j
to go along unobstructed
In some were collected here and there, and all at once Committee of Conference on the part of the champion and defender of the constitution ;
positions, were feared to be enveloped with- (considerable portions of the bill, both branch we heard it echoed and re-echoed on all sides House mean to report or not ?” Again, since 1 saw this administration, reeling and
in it. Sir, I desire as much as any man to (es concurred. Why not agree, then, and so that the report could not be made ; the bill “ How can we pretend to say that we have tottering as it did under the tremendous
defend the country. Since I have filled a ,far as they did agree, pass the bill $ The must fail, and the responsibility would rest completed the business before us ? And how blows of men of giant strength from the
seat here, I have voted, I hazard little in say House, and the House alone, refused to do it. upon the Senate. From what quarter this can we adjourn without passing the fortifica chivalric region of the South, beseeching the
ing, uniformly voted for the largest sums It said to the Senate, we agree with you that came, by whose agency brought about, I do tion bill ? This House had passed the bill. unfailing support of that same undaunted
which have been proposed for the military ,the ordinary fortification bill ought to pass— not pretend to say—I do not know. But it The Senate made a large addition. The hand. 1 refer to no preceding administra
and naval service. 1 well recollect the ef- ,the country requires it ; but we will not pass was familiarly spoken of at the time, that a House had added another appropriation. The tions, which leaned, and leaned with confi
forts of a distinguished member from South it,
: unless you will agree to an extraordinary certain high personage, in accordance with Senate disagreed to it. A Committee of con dence upon him, as upon a pillar of immova
Carolina, (Mr. Drayton,) formerly at the head appropriation,
,
which you hold to be uncon whose views, it now appears, the three mil ference had been appointed, and that Com ble strength ; but I wish to tell the honorable
of the Committee on Military Affairs, to in stitutional and inexpedient; and, if you re lions were voted, upon being apprized of the mittee had refused to report to this House. member from Massachusetts, (Mr. Adams,)
crease the annual expenditures for fortifica fuse it, you will be responsible for our failure result of the conference, manifested exceed Shall we go away,” said he, “ and leave this that not one of the friends who now rally
tions ; I voted with him from year to year, in to pass the ordinary bill. It seems to me, sir, ing indignation that his faithful commons bill at a time when there is an apprehension round the object of his attack will falter in his
common with my friends who are now char there can hardly be two opinions upon such should succumb in any degree to “ the fac of war?” This is a summary, and a true course. JVbt one will be shaken in his confi
ged with having left the country defenceless. a proposition. The Senate would not agree tious Senate.” Rather would he lose the bill one, of the whole matter. The gentleman dence and attachment. We shall stand
We thought it sound policy, in a time of to so unreasonable a demand. But what did altogether, and they would be held responsi was entirely right. Have we completed the by him, let who will desert—let who will
peace, to prepare for those emergencies it do ? It agreed, for the purpose of secur ble for it. This, or something very like it, business ? can we adjourn without passing vituperate. But, after all, sir, how little is
which every nation may at some day or oth ing the passage of the bill, to meet the House was soon known in this hall ; and it was also the bill ? can we go away and leave the bill ? there, upon merely personal considerations
er reasonably anticipate. Peace is a blessing upon some middle ground. A compromise known that the President had closed, or was [I were all pertinent questions, and pregnant and preferences, to justify the feelings of
which no country can assure to itself for a was effected by conferees, appointed by each ! about to close, his official relations with Con~
jI questions, founded in facts before us, and to anxiety which we cannot repress, for the ad
long period of years to come. By whom, sir, body. The Senate waited and waited, as we j gress ; its constitutionalI functions, in his which we could not close our senses.
The vancement of any man, however able—how
was that prudent forecast thwarted and de have seen, to adopt and carry this comprom judgment, having ceased. Certain it is, that, honorable member, however, was mistaken ever estimable. We are admonished of the
feated ? By the parly, which now claims the ise into effect. The House neglected or re the report of the conferees was not offered by ! in one respect—that the committee had refused frailty of human attachments and human
exclusive merit of putting the country in a fused to do so, and thereby the bill was lost. the chairman, (Mr. Cambreleng,) and, when fo report The chairman, it is true, had refu- hopes. How wise is it that the future is hid
posture of defence, by a midnight vote of Can there be a doubt in which branch it fail called upon for it, he declined to produce it, sed ; another member was among the mis- from our view; that we cannot lift the veil
three millions, on the eve of hostilities 1 Sir, ed, and by whose means it was lost ? But it -upon the ground that the existence of the i sing ; and the report was made by the third which shuts out from our observation the end
we did not believe in the potency of midnight is contended that, before this arrangement House had ceased, and, also, that a quorum | member, (Mr. Lewis,) and was so stated by ofodr own best and wisest exertions! Much'—
appropriations t'or next day's security. The was effected, the House was dissolved—its was not present. The report was then of-¡the Chair immediately after the gentleman how much ?—of our ardor might be abated ;
how might our arms be paralyzed, if we
watchwords of the party were “ economy," constitutional functions ceased ; and, for that fered by another member of the committee, had closed his remarks.
“ retrenchment," “ saving of the public mon reason, it could not adopt the compromise
My
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Massachusetts,y could look beyond the present hour, and be
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of a Government boasting, not how much it had been so ; are the Senate therefore res-j although he had previously expressed con- bill, also addressed the Hnjusejn these words: store ! If, sir, I could raise this impenetrable
“ The Committee of Conference had a- curtain, and look forward to the future as I
had done, but how little for the benefit of the ponsible for the failure of the bill ? But it siderable anxiety for the passage of the bill.
country ; not how much it had expended for was not so. 1 agree entirely in my recollec I shall not discuss the question" whether the greed upon a report, and, as a quorum was can look back upon the past, ardently as I
the public good, but how much it had hoard tions with the honorable member from Ken powers of Congress terminate or not at 12 undoubtedly present, it ought to be acted upon, desire, for the good of our common country
ed up in the coffers of the Treasury. It tucky, (Mr. Hardin,) who has just spoken, o’clock at night on the 3d day of March, in He was opposed to the adjournment, be- and for his own fame, and much as I woutd
pointed to no impregnable muniments of de and with my friend from Massachusetts, (Mr. every alternate year. I thought otherwise, cause the House had not yet done its duty. now do to promote the elevation of that dis
statesman to the highest places of
fence ; to no works of wide-spread and last Reed.) There was time, after the report had and
remained,
and was willing
remain af- The proposed
amendment
declared what
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and welfare, but to a miserable array of fig adoption.
The conferees
did
return,
a quorum within
of u“------order,
” “ order,” “ order,” vociferated ing from that lofty eminence, soured, disap
. House.
..
'"so,
ures annually displayed for the gratification gentleman says, before the Cumberland road, ji the
Still we did
so, whenever one ! from all quarters of the room, and by those pointed, vindictive—forgetful of his own
and laudation of all the faithful, showing on bill was put upon its passage ; and it is a-1 was wanted by certain 1leading gentletnen. | who had been foremost in the scenes of dis- character, and of the friends who had stood
‘ - order and uproar which defeated, if they, by him in the hour of need ; if I should see
ly with what a miserly grasp it could hold on greed, on all hands, that the midnight hour j Just before the adjournment, and long ’ after
to the public treasure ; and all the while, a- arrived while the ayes and noes were being the “ conscientious scruples” of gentlemen were not designed to defeat, the fortification the infirmities of our nature—the lower and
mid the loudest boast of retrenchment, the called on that bill. In this, I am confident I began to operate, a motion was made by a bill. The fact that a quorum was present baser passions—mastering and expelling all
annual expenditures were largely increasing. cannot be mistaken. Why, then, it may be member from Virginia (Mr. Mason) to take was no otherwise controverted than by clam the noble and generous properties which I
know belong to his heart ; if I should
Sir, I am glad to see, at last, something pro inquired, was not the report made? Why up the resolution making compensation to orous demands for “ order.” We then de see
him betraying and abandoning the cause
posed in the way of defence—glad to see did not the bill pass ? I cannot pretend to Mr. Letcher, a member of the House. A signed to put that question to a test, and to which
he now upholds, making his friends to
ascertain
whether
or
not
a
quorum
was
pres

something doing, among others, for the State answer. But this 1 will say : that 1 discover quorum was present, and the motion prevail
hang their heads in very shame and confu
ent,
and,
if
not,
to
compel
the
attendance
of
to which I belong. Some two or three years ed, early in the stages of disagreement, as I ed. A motion was made to strike out the
sion—I do not say, sir, that 1 would pray
„ _ . a motion was made Heaven to blast all our efforts in the cause of
ago, I moved in this matter, and endeavored thought, a willingness io permit the bill id be prsssibls» A quoriiiT} was present, and that members. Accordingly,
to call the attention of the War Department lost: J do not say with a view to throw the also prevailed. The precise question then ! for a call of the House Who resisted it ? our country—hut rather would I see his sun
to its exposed and defenceless condition. I responsibility of it upon the Senate ; but with pending was upon an amendment providing Hho gave the signal and the watchword to go down now, even from its high noon, so that
received no encouragement or countenance, a distinct avowal that its loss would be justly compensation also to Thomas P. Moore, who ! the party, which was determined to destroy it leave us a glorious light to cheer, and ani
and I have never seen the time when I could chargeable to that quarter. As early as nine had contested, unsuccessfully, Mr. Letcher’s j the bill r 1 read from the reported pioceed- mate, and guide, and to which we could turn
> . .i
have proposed, under favorable auspices, any or ten o’clock in the evening, when the first seat. The previous question was mpyed, ings :
eyes with high and heart-stirring pride :
“ Mr. Cambreleng : I protest against the our
measures of defence for that exposed fron notice was received from the Senate of its and carried—a quorum present and voting
rather would I see this, than to behold him
—
134
in
all.
The
amendment
was
thus
cut
[
right
to
call
the
House.
What
member
will
tier. Now, sir, as to the propriety of large disagreement to the appropriation, on a mo
putting off' the mighty armor of Achilles,
and unusual appropriations at this time for tion to recede, the member from New York off, and the resolution was likely to pass, answer to his name ? [[I will, I will, ex- which no man can wear, to act his perjured
]
I
am
as
much
in
members.]
naval and military service—appropriations (Mr. Cambreleng) said, “ he hoped the House without providing compensation to Mr. I claimed
part, who by fraud levelled the proud walls
which would not be thought expedient but would not recede. If the Senate had taken the Moore. Instantly the quorum was broken favor of the fortification bill as the gentleman of Troy to the dust ; rather this, far rather,
from
New
Jersey
; but I say the responsibili
for the aspect of our foreign relations—we responsibility of defeating the appropriation, up; 21 vanished, as in the twinkling of an
than to see him lingering on the stage of po
are placed in an attitude by no means free it might remain with them. He would take eye, and but 113 were found voting. A ty of its failure rests upon the Senate, and litical action, behind his time, “ the derision
from embarrassment. If there be really a no part of it.” This was the frst intimation much larger number were about these walls, not upon us. The bill was defeated by the of his enemies—the melancholj' pity of his
danger of war ; if hostilities are, in any de that the responsibility must be cast upon the and lobbies, and avenues ; but they could not Senate.” [No, No, not so; was exclaimed friends.”
gree, probable, and likely to ensue, I will go Senate. Others took the same view, and be had when a vote was to be taken. Who by many voices.] After such a direct warn
as far as the foremost in providing the means spoke with warmth, to say the least of it. the individuals were, thus appearing and dis ing from such a quarter, is it to be wondered
Note.—Some expressions are quoted in
•of defence and security. But if, as we are re The House did not recede ; and the bill again appearing, as occasion might require, 1 have at that a quorum could not be found ? An the preceding remarks as having been used
peatedly assured, the prospect of a speedy went, its oft-travelled path, to the Senate. In made no examination of the Journal to dis honorable member from North Carolina, (Mr. by Mr. Adams, which are not contained in
and pacific adjustment of our difficulties a short period, between 10 and 11 o’clock, cover. I seek not to know. This, however, Barringer,) faithful to his duty, and observant the report of his speech which was publish
grows brighter daily—for one, I am not dis according to my recollection, it came back, I will say, they were not of that minority of all that occurred here, had no hesitation in ed in the National Intelligencer. To enable
posed to nurse and feed a warlike passion ; to with a message that the Senate adhered to its which resisted the appropriation of three expressly charging the loss of the bill to an those who have had access to that report on
encourage, what I greatly fear needs to be re disagreement to our appropriation. What millions ; who were anxious to pass the ordi intrigue carried on in the House, and he of ly to understand the propriety of the quota
strained,« desire elsewhere to terminate by an occurred then, sir ? A very strong and de nary fortification bill; who desired rather to fered the names of the individuals concerned tions, the subjoined extract is given from the
appeal to arms these needless differences. cided disposition was expressed by leading defend the country than to heap responsibil in it. If we may have any access to the ear speech published in the Globe, where it first
Undoubtedly there of the select committee who may be appoint appeared, under his revision, as it is under
’Sufficient, however, to meet these questions gentlemen that the House should adhere also, ity upon the Senate.
when the period for their consideration ar- and thereby cut off’all opportunity of passing were some who entertained sincere and deep ed to investigate this grave affair, I pray the stood. Some other differences also exist be
honorable member from Massachusetts to
the bill, and every means of compromise. founded convictions that the constitutional call
rrives.
upon this gentleman to testify. Mr. Bar tween the two reports, but they are not ma
powers
of
Congress
terminated
at
midnight.
The
only
other
alternative
was,
by
asking
a
I come now, Mr. Speaker, to the question
ringer said,“ the bill was defeated by an in terial to be noticed, to the understanding of
Not
more,
I
think,
however,
than
four
or
five
conference
;
and
by
that
mode
the
bill
might
«presented in the resolution—“ the cause and
trigue here—in this House. If gentlemen de these remarks.
^circumstances" of the failure, at the last ses even then be saved. The member from New assigned that reason for not voting. It was a sired names, he would give them. But if this
Extract.—“ It was said, sir, that there had
perfectly
satisfactory,
and
an
honorable
reas

sion, of the bill making the ordinary appro York (Mr. Cambreleng) moved “ to adhere
been thrilling and unexampled eloquence of
was
declined,
he
would
say
that
there
were
on,
for
those
who
sincerely
held
that
opinion.
priations for fortifications. How did it hap in other words, to destroy the bill beyond the
members who now sat in their seats and indignation at this conspiracy of man-wor
pen ? By whose means ? In what way ? power of revival. An honorable member An honorable and valuable member from would not answer to their names ; who did so ship, servility, and corruption, displayed by
These are questions gravely put, and must be from Virginia (Mr. Mercer) moved “ to re Georgia,(Mr. Gilmer,) of as upright inten in consummation of the intrigue.” Names the House of Representatives in that appro
as gravely answered. The bill., we all know, cede thereby preserving the power to pass tions, as pure a heart, and as brilliant an in were not demanded. They might have been priation of three millions for the contingent
passed the House, containing only the “ ordi the bill. An honorable member from Ten tellect as any man who sits within these had. Amid these scenes of disorder and necessary defence of the country from foreign
nary appropriations'' and, in the usual course nessee, the chairman of the Committee of walls, entertained that conviction. And what confusion, which we of the minority vainly aggression ; but I trust that I have already
of business, was sent to the Senate. It pass Ways and Means, (Mr. Polk,) said, “ the mo did he do? Departed, says the gentleman strove to repress, passed the last night of the shown, to the satisfaction of this House, that
un from Massachusetts, at that door, through last session of the last Congress ; and, for the all that eloquence was gratuitous, and all that
ed that body also, in due season, with a con tion to adhere had priority to the other
siderable increase ofordinary appropriations, doubtedly signifying thereby his desire that which he never again returned. He did so ; honor of the country and its institutions, I indignation wastefully squandered away ;
made, it is understood, t upon estimates fur the motion should prevail—that the bill and honorable was it to him that he did so. hope such another may never be witnessed. some small portion of which might have been
nished by the proper Executive Departments, should be lost. An honorable member from Enjoying and acting upon his own constitu And, in the midst of these scenes, the fortifi profitably expended upon the foreign treaty
and was returned to the House a week be Ohio, (Mr. Lytle,) who had no hesitation to tional opinions, in which no man was more cation bill drew its last breath, and heaved its breakers, under whose injustice our own
though I often differed with him, he
fore the close of the session. So far, surely, speak freely and fearlessly on all occasions, sincere,
left others to enjoy and act upon theirs, and expiring throes That it was destroyed in country was smarting. This indignation,
the Senate cannot be justly charged with a as he did eloquently, his opinions, addressed
’ ■ consttitutional duties accord- the House, and for purposes known to those and the temper with which it was manifested
en- to perform iAeir
.disposition
to cieteat
defeat me
the bill.
All ns
its control the House in these words
by these repeated insults to the House, did
disposition to
om.
2111
------- - : “ He objected
J-------------ing
to
their
own
judgments. Did he remain who bad an agency in the proceedings of strike me so extraordinary, and, I must add,
over it had ceased, as I have already said, in ' tirely,” he sajd, “ to any conciliatoi'y proposzthat night, it seems to me no rational mind
within
these
walls
to
offer
vexatious
motions;
Its
fate was in the tion. The House had gone as far as prtiso unreasonable, that it was impossible to
another connexion.
1
- - - -it pass this
....branch. dence and patriotism would justify them in to defeat business ; to create confusion ; to can doubt. Examine as we will, investigate avoid the inquiry, where the real sting of that
hands of the House.* Did
as we will, vituperate as we will, these plain
make
and
unmake
a
quorum,
as
occasion
and
of the Congress ? How did it pass ? With going to conciliate the Senate. The only
facts stand out; and no sophistry can elude, three million appropriation did lay, and what
the three million appropriation, already so of question was, Where the responsibility of the for purposes I will not name should require? no ingenuity pervert them. Sir, I have done it was that had excited this tempest of pas
ten adverted to, suddenly, not to say rashly loss of the bill should lodge ? Let the other By no means. And if all who declined to upon this matter, 1 have but another topic to sion against it ? And I thought the true mo
tive was discernable in that unanimous vote
inserted—objectionable in point of form—un body take the responsibility of defeating it” vote upon the ground of constitutional scru touch.
called for and unwanted, so far as we had —the appropriation of three millions. He ples had followed his example, there would
The honorable member, with a precision of two hundred and seventeen ayes in the
have
been
higher
reasons
for
holding
their
conjured
the
House
not
to
depart
from
the
any information, by the Executive. Does
of aim which leaves nothing of doubt as to House, demanding that the execution of the
any body doubt that, but for this amendment, stand it had assumed ; declared it would be opinions in respect. Sir, if a quorum of that whom his shafts were sped, and whom he treaty should be insisted on. That vote,
House
could
have
been
formed
for
five
min

the bill would have passed, and become a pusillanimous to do so ; and urgently and eldescribes as “ the Achilles” of the Senate, however overlooked then, or now, had been
law ? This was the fatal blow, of which it i oquently rallied his friends to stand firm up- utes only, after the report of conferees was essays to bring down from bis high standing, neither unseen nor unfelt. It was not only
jingered, and at last died. The bill was re-1 on that question. Now, sir, 1 can readily made, it would instantly have been adopted.
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a departure from the do-nothing pblicy of the
Senate, but might be felt to contain a pun
gent, though tacit, rebuke upon that paralyt
ic policy. The three million appropriation
was the complement and efficient energy of
the unanimous vote of the preceding day.
That vote was exclusively the act of the
House. The appropriation required the con
curring vote of the Senate; and that vote
would have made the Senate the unwilling
accessary to implied censure upon its own
quietism under foreign wrong. The vote of
the House could not zbe nullified, but its effi
cient operation might be unnerved, by the re
fusal of the appropriation ; anti so the blood
less ghosts of Executive dictation, and man
worship, and servility, were conjured up ; and
the overbearing arrogance of votes to adhere,
and messages to remind, was substituted for
the deficiency of better reasons for refusing
the appropriation.”

FOREIGN NEWS.

Allan attempted to get a suspension of the

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE^ rules, in favor of considering the land bill, but

J
MAIL ARTICLES?^

bis motion was negatived, yeas 72, nays 108.
Later from Europe.—The packet ship Na TWENTY-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION. The consideration of the fortification bill was
the“TEXIAN VICTORY.
poleon, from Liverpool, May 1, and the Erie,
then resumed in committee of the whole, and
The Mobile Mercantile Advertiser of »l
SENATE.
from Havre, April 24, arrived at New York
Mr. Underwood concluded his speech. Mr. 13th ult. contains the following inte te«MONDAY, MAY 23.
on Friday. The packet ship Independence
C. Allan then moved to amend the bill, by particulars of the Texian Victory, fur t,:??
Mr. Walker presented the proceedings of a inserting for a reduction of the salaries of all
arrived at Liverpool at 12 o’clock, April 28,
meeting in Warren county, Mississippi, pray the government officers, in the rates of 25 or the editors of that paper by Joseph Am ite
having sailed from New York on the 8th.
a Georgian of respectability who has rotum*
It appears that the French government has ing Congress to adopt measures for the re 33 1-3 per cent. The Chair decided that the
agreed to co-operate with that of Great Brit cognition of the independence of Texas, and amendment was not in order, the subject spe rntb:'bau£aS'haVin8bee‘laClUall^"i?*
ain, in affording further aid to the Queen of moved the reference of the proceedings to cially assigned for the day being appropria
On the 21st April, the Texians
Spain, by furnishing arms, ammunition and the Committee on Foreign Relations, which tions for fortifications. Mr. Allan proceeded Houston, and 600 strong, had manoeuvred?
money, and encouraging enlistments of was agreed to.
discuss the policy of the government, and as to get above and within some two n ;i
troops.
Petitions were presented by Mr. Buchanan, to
to argue in favor of a retrenchment of gov
in sight of the Mexicans, under Sr ?
Vienna accounts, under date of 17th April, Mr. Wright, (on the subject ol Texas,) Mr. ernment salaries. Mr. Carter followed, and and
Anna,
who were twelve hundred and sewi?
Hendricks,
Mr.
Rives,
Mr.
McKean,
Mr.
announce that the reduction of the Austrian
spoke at length on the topics which had strong, and near down to the fork of the i?
Linn,
and
Mr.
Morris.
army was proceeding with vigor—15,000
been discussed in the debate.
rivers—the Brassos and Sabine- H011 ?
horses are to be sold.
The original amendment was then adopt having the enemy thus snugly Tetnmed
TUESDAY, MAY 24.
LONDON, APRIL 29.
ed. Various other amendments were propo had his little army drawn up (bribe pumS
In another part of our paper will be found
Mr. King of Alabama, after stating that sed, some of which were adopted. At half of addressing it in person. « Soldiers” * q
the announcement made by the Moniteur, many individuals in Alabama had been driv past 12 o'clock at night, the committee rose, he, “ there is the enemy—do you ¿an.'7n
Editorials—so called. Walsh, in his that the Dukes of Orleans and Nemours are en from their homes by the Indians, and o?” “ Yes I” was the universal 2
preface to his Didactics, says to this effect— to leave Paris for Germany. They are to be bliged to take refuge in Georgia, obtained reported the bill with the amendments, and fight
“ Well, then,” said he, “ let us eat our ± '
that the discerning reader should never judge present at the grand reviews at Berlin, for leave, and introduced a joint resolution to au they were ordered to be printed. The House
and then I will lead you into the battlei«1
of the correctness ofan Editor’s style, or his w hich preparations are already making, are thorize and direct the delivery of rations from then adjourned.
They obeyed his order to eat, and immediate
knowledge of the purity of language, by his afterwards to visit Vienna, and return to Par the
public stores to such individuals, until it
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25.
ly thereafter at about 4 o’clock, P. A] w
editorial articles. There is so much truth in is in the Spring. This announcement has a- should
no longer be necessary.—The resolu The House resumed the consideration ofihe marched to the attack. They bor^ down un°
this, (not sufficiently regarded) that it is worthy greeably surprised us, and is of more import tion was twice read and ordered to be en
of remark. An Editor must fill his sheet—no ance than the reader may at first imagine. grossed, and subsequently read a third time report of the Select Committee on the sub on the Mexicans at the top of their sneed
ject of Slavery, and Mr. Robertson continued reserving their fire until near enough to hav
matter what personal vexations he may have to We little expected that the absolute mon and
passed. The fortification bill was taken his argument in support of his motion to re every shot tell. A hot engagement was kent
disturb the sober current of his thoughts—no archs, who claim their thrones by Divine up, and
Mr.
Hubbard
’
s
motion
to
strike
out
matter what palsying sickness may be rev right, would so soon have received the sons the appropriation for fortifications in Ports commit the report with instructions to report up for about twenty minutes, when the Mex
elling upon his frame—or whether he be sad of the citizen King—the Monarch of the mouth harbor, and to insert $150,000 per an a resolution declaring that Congress has no leans began to break and retreat in great dis'
right to interfere in the subject of Slavery in order and confusion.
or weary—the variety, the strength, the raci Barricades, who owes his throne to the free num
for two years, was discussed, and agreed the District of Colombia, or in the Territo
The Texians carried all before them Al
ness which are the characteristics of his bet choice of his people—upon a footing of e- to—yeas
17, nays 16. A motion to strike out ries of the United States. When he had though they had but half the number of th«
ter efforts will be expected of him—and he iquality.
the appropriation for fortifications at Salem,
must drive from him every care, and school
A letter from St. Petersburgh reports the and to insert $75,000 for 1836, and the same concluded, Mr. Owen, who expressed the o- Mexicans, and but two pieces of cannon of
his feelings to the required task.—Again, following speech of the Emperor Nicholas : sum
pinion that the discussion ought not to be four pounds each, while the enemy had a six
for 1837, was discussed, and before any continued,
what an exhaustion of mental exertion would
moved the previous question. A and a nine pounder, yet in fifteen minutes
“ England will intervene in Spain. We decision on it the Senate adjourned.
ensue, should editorial articles, long and short, shall imitate it by intervening in Turkey. If
long discussion ensued on several questions after the engagement commenced many of th«
be penned with the utmost care, and senten it attacks our principles, we attack its com
of order, on some of which appeals were ta Mexicans called loudly for quarters. Afte
WEDNESDAY, MAY 25.
ces be finished, and periods rounded accord merce. It could not remain in the Peninsu
ken from the decision of the chair. The call the route of the Mexicans, Houston’s men
The consideration of the bill for the erec for the previous question was sustained by a continued to follow up and pour in upon
ing to the strict rules of rhetoric and gram la. As for us, if we once entered Constanti
tion of fortifications, &c. was resumed in vote of 95 to 82. The chair decided that the them for about two hours. Upwards of 650
mar !—We do not mean that they are to be nople, we should remain there.”
committee
of the whole. The amendment to previous question would be on concurring in Mexicans were killed, and 600 taken prisondeemed of no importance ; but would pity
By a second edition of the Times, publish
the unfortunate wight who would conceive it ed late this morning, announcing the receipt strike out the appropriation of $100,000 for the resolutions, and not on the motions to re
necessary to aim at undeviating correctness of private correspondence from Lisbon, to the Salem, and insert $75,000 in 1836, and $75,- commit, or to print the report. From this
There were 6 or 7 Texians killed and ain 1837, was negatived. Mr. Webster decision Mr. Adams appealed, and the House bout 20 wounded. Gens. Cos and Almonte
in these respects.
date of the 15th inst. we learn that the ad- 000
were among the prisoners first taken. The
No—enough of the character of an editor’s ministration of M. Campos had been entirely opposed the principle of prospective appro sustained the decision without a count.
mind, of his depth of thought, his exactness11 broken
The question shall the main question be former was pale and agitated, but the latter
up, but that a new one had not been priations in the bill, and several amendments
of perception, his trust-worthiness, and abili formed. This state of things had led to proposing such appropriations were rejected. now put, was decided in the affirmative, displayed, as he had done during the engage
ty may be gathered from his editorials, with much confusion, and some Government ac The bill was reported to the Senate with a- yeas 108, nays 89. A division of the main ment, great coolness and courage.
5"
out measuring his sentences with the square ceptances had consequently been suffered to mendments, which were concurred in, except question was demanded, and the question
Santa Anna fled among the earliest who
such
as
proposed
prospective
appropriations,
and compass.
retreated. He was seen by two boys one
was put on the first resolution, as follows :
be protested. The ordinary session of the
The Pittsburg Times has a remark in Cortes was closed by the Queen in person on which were rejected, and the bill was order
“ Resolved, That Congress possesses no about 15, and the other about 17 years ofa»e
point :
the 10th, but her Majesty was received in si ed to be engrossed lor a third reading. The constitutional authority to interfere in any to go into a thicket of wood. They kept
‘ There is about the same difference be lence, both in the Chamber and passing bill to regulate the deposites of public mon way with the institution of slavery, in any of watch of the place during the night, and the
ey, and Mr. Calhoun’s amendment was read. the States of this confederacy.” * Mr. Adams next morning a man came out dressed like a
tween writing poetry and scribbling editorial through the streets.
that there is between executing marble stat
A numerous meeting of Deputies was held Mr. C. moved to fill the blank, for the sum requested leave to address the House. He common Mexican soldier. Not suspecting
uary and modelling gingerbread. The one on the 12th, for the purpose of drawing up a to be left in the treasury, before a division is said if they would allow him five minutes him to be Santa Anna, they took him prison
is for immortality, and the other for present sort of protest against the Government for made among the States of the surplus, with time, he would pledge himself to prove the er. He offered no resistance, but wished to
consumption ; and the man who would elabo not continuing the sitting of the Cortes until $3,000,000. The bill was laid on the table. resolution utterly false and unconstitutional. be taken to General Houston. He was con
rate his editorial works as fastidiously as po the finance budget had been discussed, the The Arkansas Admission bill was consider He was called to order, and the question ducted to that officer, when he made himself
etry ought to be composed, would show a- taxes approved of, &c. and they are reported ed, and the blank was filled with “ the first was decided as follows, yeas 182, nays 9. known as Santa Anna, asked the respect due
bout as much sense as the gingerbread baker to declare to their constituents that they are day of July.” The bill was reported to the The nays were Messrs. Adams, Clark, Den officers of rank, and made the offers for his
who would model his figures like statuary. not to pay any taxes, as the Government can Senate, and ordered to a third reading.
ny, Everett, W. Jackson, James, Phillips, liberty, which have been published.-Santa
And then the intensity which is vital for poet not demand them legally until the Cortes
Potts and Slade.
Anna, Mr. Andrews says, is about 45 years of
ry—an editor would be sent to Bedlam sanction them.
THURSDAY, MAY 26.
On calling the roll, Messrs. Glascock, Pick age, of rather small stature, dark complexion
if caught ‘ commencing with the skies,’ as
Mr. Davis, from the Committee on Com ens and Robertson severally asked to be ex black hair, black bright eyes, and altogether a
We have news from Madrid to the 20th,
Milton calls it.—JV. E. (Boston) Galaxy.
which announces that the quarrel between merce, reported a bill making appropriations cused from voting. Mr. Thompson said that good looking man.
When questioned as to the murder of colMendizabal and M. Isturitz had ended in for the construction of light houses, buoys, he could not in conscience vote upon the
Zinc in New Jersey.—It appears by an ar- M.duel
between them, and a retraction by the &c. and also a bill making appropriations for resolution, nor could he ask to be excused. onels Fanning and Ward, and the men under
. tide in the Newark Daily Advertiser, made alatter
of the words he had used in the Cham the purchase of lands and completion of cus Mr. Wise answered, I positivelyrefuse to their command, he stated, that in the battle
up it seems from information furnished Dr. ber. Neither of the parties were wounded. tom houses. The fortification bill was taken vote on the question. By the rules of the the evening previous to their surrender, about
Fowler, one of the Representatives in Con In Spain, where duelling is not frequent, this up, and after further debate, having been House, every member who shall be in the 1000 of the Mexicans were killed, while not
gress from that State, that there is an abun affair
has excited a great sensation, but has read a third time, it was passed by a vote of House when the question is put, is required more than 20 Texians had fallen—that the
dant quantity of this valuable mineral in New rather increased than diminished the reputa 31 to 9. The Arkansas Admission bill was to vote, unless the House for special reasons Texians had exhausted their ammunition,
Jersey. The largest mass is found at Ster tion of Mendizabal.
shall excuse him. The question being put, and were without water—that they surrenLetters from Madrid passed.
ling, in Sussex County, where there is actual gave the following as the
on the request of Mr. Glascock to be excu dered upon terms of capitulation, since pub
list of the future
ly a Zinc Mountain 200 feet high. Many Cabinet :
sed, Mr. Adams asked that the reasons should lished, but that he had been induced to vioFRIDAY, MAY 27.
unsuccessful attempts have been made here
President of the Council and Minister of
The expunging resolution was taken up be reduced to writing, and entered on the late those terms for two reasons—first, betofore to make this ore available, but later ex Finance,
Mendizabal ; Minister of Grace and for the purpose of hearing Mr. Hill’s remarks, journal, and claimed the right of debating the cause the day after the surrender of colonel
periments have been made with perfect suc Justice, Gonsalez
The chair, before deciding Ward and those under his command, the
of the Procura he being about to resign his seat. Mr. Hill question.
cess. Thirty tons of it have been recently dores ;) Marine and(President
whether the reasons should be entered on number of prisoners became so great in con
Colonies,
Ferrer
;
War,
addressed
the
Senate
at
length,
and
the
resolu

sent to the furnace in Washington City and in place of Count Almadovar, Infante (Prin
the journal, said he would take time to de sequence that he had not provisions sufficient
beautiful specimens obtained. The metal cipal Secretary of the War Department;) tion was laid on the table. The deposite bill liberate on some of the questions which had for them and his own army ; and, secondly,
was
taken
up,
and
Mr.
Wright
modified
his
imported under the name of Spelter is of
of the Interior (in the room of Señor amendment
i
by striking out “ seven millions” been presented, and announced the orders of he had not men enough to keep them secure
much inferior quality to the pure Zinc found Minister
ly—consequently, colonel Ward and almost
De Los Heros) Olivan ; Foreign Affairs, Brig as the sum to be kept in the treasury, leaving the day.
in New Jersey ; the latter being malleable, adier
Sancho.
all his soldiers were shot with Col. Fanning.
a blank to be filled up by the Senate. Mr.
while the other is not. Excellent brass is
When questioned respecting the fight near
The Proceres began in the evening of the Wright spoke in defence of his proposition^
THURSDAY, MAY 26.
made of the New Jersey ore.
18th to debate the Address to the Queen.
The Speaker decided on one of the points the Mission, between the Mexicans and Col,
Professor Rogers thus expresses himselfon The
fall of Lequeitio was known at Madrid,
reserved on the preceding day, that the deci Ward s company, he stated that about 400 of
this subject, in a late report on the geology
SATURDAY, MAY 28.
sion of a main question could not be inter the Mexicans were killed, but that Col. Ward
of the State :—“ The enormous quantities of and had caused some alarm. From the"*arA communication was presented by Mr. rupted by raising a question on excusing a and his men were protected by the walls of
mies we have only a report that St. Sebas
it, and the facilities it would present to mi tian
Hill, of New Hampshire, resigning his seat— member,
the church in which they had stationed
is
to
be
immediately
attacked,
and
that
and reserved the other incidental themselves.
ning, are calculated to invite attention and preparations, by sending away the women he having been elected to the office of Gov
question
to
be
decided
at
another
time.
Mr.
enterprise, as soon as its existence and value and children, are making for a resolute de ernor of New Hampshire. A number of pri
The following named persons tinder the
appealed from this decision, and
become more generally known.”
fence.
vate bills were considered, and ordered to a itWhittlesey
was confirmed, yeas 138, nays 46. The command of Colonels Fanning and Ward,
N. Y. Courier Enq.
third reading. The bill to regulate the de Chair then announced the vote of the prece made their escape : Joseph Andrews, (our inposite of the public money was further con
formant) David Holt, Lewis Washington,
Carrageen Moss.—This marine plant is
One Day Later from England.—The ship sidered, and after some remarks by Mr. ding day as stated above, yeas 182, nays 9.
The question recurred on the subsequent -—■ Dickinson, Horace Bullock, Samuel
found in abundance along our coast, and par Philadelphia has arrived at New York, hav Wright, Mr. Calhoun addressed the Senate at
ticularly we believe at Cohasset. It is used ing sailed from Portsmouth May 2. The large upon it, and he was followed by Mr. branch of the main question, which is as fol Hardaway and Benjamin Mordecai, all Geor
lows:—Resolved, That Congress ought not gians. Dr. Shackleford, of Alabama, had his
more or less for making jellies, and is some Evening Star gives the following summary of Buchanan, who made a few remarks.
life spared, and is now in attendance upon
times converted into isinglass. A foreign the news furnished by this arrival.
to interfere in any way with Slavery in the the
wounded Mexicans.
journal states that a new use for it has been
District of Columbia,”—on which resolution
She sailed from Portsmouth on the 2d
The Mexicans and the Texians who made
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
discovered in England, viz. that of sizing in May. The papers contain no interesting
the yeas and nays were ordered, ar.d were,
their escape agreed in stating that when Col,
yeas 133, nays 45.
the manufacture of cottons and muslins, and news. The occupation of Catalonia and the
MONDAY, MAY 23.
that a gentleman in Manchester had declared strong places as far as the Ebro, by 30,000
So the second resolution was adopted ; Mr. Ward was about to be shot, he was ordered
The House resumed the consideration of
his readiness to purchase 30 or even 60 tons men, under Clausel, is again talked of. Mar the resolutions from the Legislature of the Adams asked to be excused from voting, and to kneel, but could not be made to do so ei
ther by threats or promises. His gallant
of the plant, if that quantity could be procur shal Gerard, it seems, is desired, but the State of Kentucky, with the motion to com Messrs. Granger and Wise refusing to vote.
ed.—It is not improbable that this new de French King is more desirous of retaining mit them to a committee, with instructions to
The question then recurred on the third spirit nothing could subdue. He proudly bid
them defiance and died like an American
mand for the article may afford profitable em him near his person.
report a bill, providing for the distribution of branch of the main question, viz. the Pream soldier 1
ployment to young people along the coast in
ble, which urges, as a means of allaying the
the
revenue
arising
from
the
sales
of
public
Erro
has
been
appointed
Minister
of
FiIt is said there were not fifty Texians in
gathering it.—Boston Daily Adv.
lands, among the several States, according to excitement, the adoption of an additional res the battle; that the Texian army was com
nance by Don Carlos.
olution,
declaring
that
all
petitions,
memori

their
population.
On the 18th ult. the Carlists raised th e
posed almost entirely of volunteers.
On Saturday last a countryman stepped siege of Portugalate.
Mr. Cushing, of Massachusetts, being en als, resolutions, propositions and other papers
Santa Anna is a prisoner on board of an
relating
in
any
way
to
the
subject
of
slavery,
into Captain Cutler’s hotel, for the purpose of
titled
to
the
floor,
went
at
length
into
an
ar

King Philippe of France’s birthday, on the
or the abolition of slavery, should, without armed vessel, near Galveston Island, while
selling a basket of eggs which he had brought 1st of May, was to have been celebrated by gument in favor of the measure proposed.
the Mexican prisoners, who are able to labor,
to market. Mr. Kenworthy, the ventrilo various public rejoicings in Paris. The
Mr. Haynes followed in a speech of some being referred especially, be laid on the ta are engaged in building breastworks on the
ble,
and
that
no
further
action
should
be
had
quist, happened to be present, and perceiv Chambers had been made acquainted with length upon the same subject, in opposition
Island.
ing that the man was not a Solomon, he the fact by His Majesty’s aid-de-camp. They to the proposed distribution of the proceeds thereon.
Aftersome discussion of points of order,
playfully threw his voice into one of the had appointed Committees of congratulation of the sales of public lands.
Texas.—Yhe Louisiana Advertiser of th&
eggs, and imitated the faint chirpings of an and good faith, &c.
The question was then taken on a motion and after a motion by Mr. Phillips to lay the
imprisoned chicken so successfully, that the
The French Government persists in the to lay on the table, and carried in the affirm resolution on the table, which was negatived 11th announces the arrival there of the schr.
man looked aghast. “ Well, I declare”—e- measures it has adopted against the Poles ative yeas 110, nays 89. So the resolutions by a vote of 69 to 118, the question was ta Flash, from Galveston Bay, having on board
were laid on the table.
ken and the preamble and resolution adopted, several passengers who were in the glorious
jaculated the astonished countryman—“ that who signed the act of confederation.
yeas 117, nays 68. When the name of Mr. battle of the 21st of April. She also brought
beats all; if I’d a known there was one of
In Portugal there was no cabinet, by news
Adams was called, he rose and said, « I hold various letters for the Texian Agents in New
that sort among them, darn me if I’d a of the 19th April, from Lisbon. Count LavTUESDAY, MAY 24.
brought them.”—Newbern Spectator.
Mr. Adams asked the consent of the House this resolution to be a violation of the Con Orleans and for private individuals, all of
radio was charged with the formation of a
new one ; but the question of his success was to offer the two following resolutions, and to stitution of the United States, of the rules of which fully corroborate the previous accounts
this House, and of the rights @f my constitu of the capture of Santa Anna, and of Hous
The Washington County (N. Y.) Post doubtful, in consequence of the difficulty in state his reasons :
states that on the 14th inst. a hen was taken procuring an individual to take charge of the
Resolved, That the President of the United ents.” These words were pronounced amidst ton’s unparalleled victory.
When the Flash sailed, Santa Anna was
alive, from beneath a beam, 8 inches wide Finance Department.
States be requested to communicate to this very loud cries for order.
under the charge of Capt. Hawkins, of theand 16 feet long, under a hay mow, where
The rejoicings on the nuptials of Donna House, if not incompatible with the public
Texian schooner of war Independence, then
she had been enclosed without water, or food Mana still continued.
interest, copies of any overture made since
FRIDAY, MAY 27.
in Galveston Bay, and the prisoners of his
other than she could obtain within this cell*
The squadron said to have sailed for home the 3d of March, 1829, by his authority, to
Much
time
was
occupied
in
amending
the
for nearly nine months.
’ was still in Cadiz, where Commodore Eliott the Government of the United Mexican
journal, in relation to the answers given by army were employed in building Fort Travis,
awaited the arrival of the North Carolina, on States, for the acquisition by the United members who refused to vote on the slave on Galveston Island.
The accounts by the Flash, state that Gen.
A Fact,—A piece of land was recently sold board of which he would hoist his broad States of any portion of the territories of ry resolutions. Mr. Adams attempted to ob
Mexico ; and copies of all correspondence be tain some amendments of the journal, which Houston had had great difficulty in restrain
in Chicago, Illinois, for $126,000, which was pennant.
ing his troops from proceeding summarily
purchased 5£ years ago for $63.
Great activity, it is stated, was still observ tween the two Governments relating thereto, were refused.
with Santa Anna, as the Texiansmade their
able in the Ottoman Porte. 15,000 men and upon any question of boundary existing
The Post Office bill was taken up, and the attack under the watchwords of “ Alamo and
between the United States and Mexico.
formed
the
naval
force,
and
recruits
are
dai.
Anna, it is said, was once at school
which proposes a new tariff* of Fanning.”*
Resolved, That the President of the United amendment
in Baltimore, at the Catholic Seminary. Mr y arr!vJn^* The fleet, should it be required,
letter postage, reducing the rates for short
A Mobile paper of the 13th states thatsevStates
be
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to
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to
this
would
be
ready
for
sea
immediately
after
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Kavanaugh, our Charge d’Affairs at Portu
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Sultan
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s
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gal, was there at the same time.—Bost. Post.
tances, was discussed. Mr. Cambreleng of
Mehemet Ali, of Egypt, is said to be de interest, a copy and translations of any law, fered an amendment of the proposed amend 21st, were then in that city, and they all con
firmed the previous accounts.
decree,
or
ordinance
of
the
Mexican
Repub

lighted with the idea of a regular steam com
Robinson was arraigned on Tuesday for munication between England and India, lic, abolishing slavery within the territories ment, which he afterwards withdrew. The
The Advertiser of the 11th, gives a partic
the murder of Ellen Jewett—after the indict which, he observes, will not only enrich E- thereof, which may be in possession of the same amendment was again offered by Mr. ular account of the interview between Hous
Lawrence, and after a debate at considerable ton and Santa Anna.
ment had been read, the case was set down
Houston asked him
but increase the wealth of the whole Executive Department of the United States.
length, it was agreed to as follows. For ev why he had put the survivors of the Alamo
for trial on the 20th of June—but will proba gypt,
world.
Objection being made, and a motion being ery
single
letter
carried
not
over
50
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5
bly be still farther postponed, to the next
made to suspend the rules to authorize the cents ; over 50, and not over 150, ten cents ; to death. He replied that his troops were so
session of the Court.—ib.
exasperated at the number of their killed and
offering of the resolutions, Mr. Adams con oyer
We learn from Berlin that the manufac sented
150 not
and not over
that ne
he could not restrain ttiem.
them.
CM .400,’ fifteen cents ; over wounded,
wuuuueu, mat
to waive the second resolution. The 400 and
ture
of
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cents ’ and over He was then asked
Fanning’s command
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i
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^
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a
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so
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impossible
eiabolition memorials was then taken up
Sight thousand doiw
thirty- for delation, and planted all their fields
continued
his Kspeech to
resumed on ther to keep them or to feed them. He also
----——
®
sar.nhnr no root.—
_ 7¿ondon
^^___ ____
’I With
with a new saccharine
pa." and Mr. Robertson ---------------the expiration of the morning
hour.8Pe^ g | « e am. ndm t as amended. Before the asserted that Col. Fanning and Dr. Shackle
question was taken, the House adjourned. Ì ford still remained prisoners at Victoria.
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-The Steamboat Mail yester
i^om the ¡South.—By the regular mail we
monitor office, concord.
day brought accounts from New Orleans, by have the Charleston papers of the 24th—one
PROBATE NOTICE
way of Charleston and the steam packet, to day later. The steam boat Dolphin, Capt.
SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1836.
May 19,1836.
the 10th ult. The Bee of that date contains Pennoyer, had arrived at Charleston from St.
Circular*
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
York,
within
and
the
following
additional
particulars
of
the
late
Connecticut Senator.—The Connecti
Augustine, whence she departed on Saturday jor the County of York, on the first Mon
FrIends of Liberal CHRistfiANiTY
battle in Texas.
the 21st. Gen. Scott and suite came in the
cut House of Representatives, on the 26th
day in May, in the year of our Lord we appeal to you in behalf of the Monitor, a
There can be no doubt of the capture of Dolphin to Savannah—the General being on
hundred and thirty six, by the
ult. made choice of Perry Smith, of New- Santa Anna and the other Mexican officers,
Religious News-paper, printed in this town»
his way to the Creek country, where he will
JudSe:
said Court: Ibis publication was originally started at Do
Milford, as U. S. Senator for six years from whose names were published yesterday-—as assume the direction of the military opera TTOANNA CHASE, administratrix
of
the
the fourth of March next, in place of Gideon the account is confirmed by respectable per tions in progress. Nothing new from Flori y estate of Thomas Chase, late of Kittery, ver, under the title of the “Unitarian Moni
sons who have been in the Texian army, or da.
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having tor. Its columns Were filled by contribu
Tomlinson, whose term of service expires at have received private letters from Texas.
presented
her second account of administra tions from the pens of the different clergy
Office
of
the
Augusta
Constitutionalist,
?
that time. Mr. S. was elected on the second
The loss on the part of the Texians was 7
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow men in the neighborhood. Nichols, Par
Sunday
night,
22d.
$
balloting by a majority of 2 votes. The Sen killed and 21 wounded—among the former
ker, Whitman, Thomas, LoTHkop, and
The Western mail has just arrived, but ance :
r ox, were contributors to its columns. The
ate will doubtless concur with the House in were Lieutenants Lamb and Hales, and Dr. brings nothing of importance farther than
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administratrix
of the paper was not sufficient to
this election. Mr. S., it is almost needless to Motley ; among the latter is General Samuel what I send you enclosed. Old Neah-Mic- give notice to all persons interested, by caus patronage
warrant the employment of an Editor who
Houston, who was wounded in the ancle, and
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
add, is a Jackson Van Buren man.
had two horses shot under him. Captains co, the head man of the Creek nation, has at weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga should be devoted to its interests. From
M. Baker and Billingsby, with Lieut. Neil, length declared in favor of hostilities, and old zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, this Circumstance the columns were filled
Chee Maithla has sent in word to Columbus,
A State Convention, of Young Men are also among the wounded.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to with essays upon important subjects, and ar
friendly to the elevation of Gen. Harrison to
The contest was a regular battle, the Mex that he would burn the bridge, and if he* be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the guments upon prominent theological dis
could
not
take
Columbus,
he
would
devastate
the Presidency, was held at Harrisburg, icans having manoeuvred for some time pre the country toward Flint River. Every con first Monday in August next, at ten of the putes, rather than with short notices of pass
Penn, on the 19th and 20th ult. The meet vious ; and the Texians having positively de fidence was heretofore felt in the friendship clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if ing events and topics of immediate interest»
r or the last two years, the Monitor has been
manded Houston to fight. The latter conse
ing was harmonious and spirited. A set of quently ordered an advanced guard against of these two Chiefs, but that confidence is any they have, why the said account should printed in this town.
not
be
allowed.
Resolutions and an Address to the Young the Mexicans : yet enjoined them not to at now at an end. The Indians have complete 1
It is now proposed to make an important
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of Roanoke, and have made a
change in the paper, it will be changed
Men of the State were reported by Com tack, but retreat, to bring the enemy towards possession
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
°
breast work of the cotton bales found there,
from a semi-monthly to a weekly It will
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
mittees appointed to prepare them, and the marsh into a defile. This being accom and so far have been successful in repulsing
he enlarged so as to give in each number a
plished on the afternoon of the 21st ult.
June 4.
adopted unanimously. The following is a- Houston immediately flanked the enemy and two companies that were sent against them.
greater amount of printed matter than was
Among
the
slain
after
the
first
battle
at
this
rnong the resolutions :—
attacked him front and rear, on both sides—
given in each number of the preceding vol
NOTICE.
place, were found the bodies of a Mr. H.
ume. An Editor will be employed—a gen
Resolved, That the party in Pennsylvania, opened first with artillery, which on the sec Joice,
ERSONS
indebted
to
Doctor
JOHN
Mr.
Kershaw,
Mr.
A.
Hill,
son-in-law
tleman qualified for the task, who, if suffi
opposed to Martin Van Buren and Richard ond fire, dispersed to atoms the powder box of Col. Z. Williams, and R. Gauley. Capt.
S.
FARNUM,
will
find
their
Notes
cient encouragement is given, will devote
M. Johnson, is composed of the patriotic es of the Mexicans ; and then with rifles, Horn is not dead, but badly wounded ; nei
and Accounts with William C. Allen, Esq.
men who work in the fields, in the shops, whose effects are seldom useless in the hands ther is the report of the death of Col. Gibson who is authorized to settle the same, free of himself to the superintendence of the paper»
and at honest vocations for their bread ; and of such as then used them. The Texians true, as he is still said to be living. Troops charge to the indebted, until the first day of These changes involve a great increase of
expense. To meet this expense, some alter
who enter the contest with the enemies then poured in from the arnbushment with were collecting pretty fast about Columbus August next.
ations
in the character of the paper seem to be
of freemen, to maintain the independence of hatchets, &c., and so consummated the work and
Alfred, May 30, 1836.
surrounding country ; and our Gover
necessary. There will now be, as there has
this commonwealth, the inviolability of the of destruction, leaving nearly six hundred nor isthe
using
his
best
exertions
to
put
a
stop
to
not heretofore been, a department of secular
constitution, and the supremacy of the laws. killed on the plains. This lasted about fif the Indian disturbances.
NOTICE.
news. This department, it is well known/
teen minutes, when Santa Anna ordered a
HIS
may
certify,
that
I,
DANIEL
Our readers probably recollect that an retreat. But after he left his carriage and
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
Mercantile men, or men in a mercantile com
SMITH, Jun., of Newfield, do give to munity, will care but little about. But there
Anti-Masonic State Convention, held at Har mounted on horseback to secure his flight, Extract of a letter from the Postmaster at Co
my
son
C
yrus
K.
S
mith
,
his
time
henceforth
lumbus, Ga. to the Postmaster General,
many scattered through the country
risburg last fall, nominated Gen. Harrison for he was betrayed by some of his’own officers.
to transact business for himself, and that I aie
dated 2\st May, 1836.
towns who cannot afford to take but one pa
shall
in
future
claim
none
of
the
fruits
of
his
the Presidency, whereupon a small portion The real Simon Pure is therefore the victim
“ For the last two days we have not heard
per—who wish for a religious paper of the
of the treachery of his own officers, who ap
DANIEL SMITH, Jr.
of the members, who expressed a strong op peared to have urged him on to this battle of any further outrages from the Indians. labors.
character of the Monitor, and who wish also
Newfield,
May
21,
1836.
position to the nomination, withdrew, organ and then betrayed him, nearly as much as he I hey have entire sway within the limits of
to find in that a summary of secular news.
the territory recently owned by them, and To Power Loom Weavers.
By introducing this department the patronage
ized and adopted a resolution, among others, is of the well laid plans of Houston.
of such is secured and the religious improve
But this contest cannot terminate the war are undoubtedly plundering and destroying
declaring it expedient to hold a National
welve
good
weavers
of
fine
ment of thousands is aided. Shall the intro
in Texas. There are still nearly 3,000 Mex everything that comes in their way.—Troops
goods may find employment and a duction of this department prevent our secur
Convention on the 5th of May. The 5th of icans there under the orders of Generals Ar- are organizing here, and as nothing can be
liberal
compensation,
at
the
Cotton
Factory
May arrived and about twenty individuals as drade, Urrea and Sesma ; and about 5000 learned of the movements of the Alabama
ing the patronage of that liberal-minded por
in Kennebunk, if seasonable application be
sembled in compliance with the call of the more at Saltillo, ready to enter, The Texian forces, five hundred men are ordered to leave made at the Factory, to Moses Fiske, or at tion of the community who do not need its
information ? Still further ; some portion of
war is national in Mexico ; and Santa Anna this town to-morrow morning and penetrate the Counting Room to the subscriber.
seceders—the proceedings of this august con continued
the paper will be devoted to the favors of ad
his power solely by directing his the enemy’s country.
JONATHAN FISKE, Agent.
vention have not transpired, or if so, have es popular fury against Texas, His death
We learn by express to-day that Gen.
vertising friends. This portion cannot of
Kennebunk, May 28, 1836»
caped our notice.
course be interesting to many. But it is in
would give general satisfaction through the Samuel A. Bailey, of Troup county, in this
teresting and important to some—and the
Mexican republic ; and the Texian war will State, has entered the Creek nation with five
n LIST NOTICE.
Rail Road Meeting.—A meeting of the enable some other bravo to rise into power hundred volunteers, and being joined by two
fees for advertising help support the establish
HE subscriber, about removing, would ment. Still, it is the intention of the Pub
hundred friendly Indians, has advanced to a
persons named in “ an act to establish the in Mexico.
give
notice
to
all
persons
indebted
to
swamp in the heart of the Creek country,
lisher so to increase the amount of matter,
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts
him, that he has left his Notes and Accounts
MOBILE, MAY 12.
where seven hundred hostile Indians are said
that those who take no interest in these por
Rail-Road Company” was held in Portland
in
the
hands
of
E
dward
E.
B
ourne
,
Esq.
The Express from Gen. Houston to Gen. to be secreted. The express says Gen. Bai
tions of the paper shall have their money’s!
for collection,—(no expense if paid previous worth of matter in which they are interested.
on the 24th ult. Gen. James Irish was Gaines, who carried the glorious news of his ley will penetrate the swamp to-day.
to
the
1st
day
of
July
next.)
If the measures in progress are prosecuted
Christian Friends :—It has appeared
chosen Chairman and Oliver B. Dorrance victory to the American army, is now in this
J. G. MAYO.
but fair and honest, in thus appealing to yoti
Secretary. The act of Incorporation was city, and has with him the saddle of Gen. with vigor, the communication between this
Kennebunk,
May
27,
1836.
Santa Anna. He rode the horse of the mod
in behalf of the Monitor, to make this plain
read and accepted
Messrs. John Holmes, ern Nero, but was compelled to leave him and Montgomery will be opened in 3 weeks.
exposition. To support the paper under the
UNION
ACADEMY.
Charles Hunt, Cyrus K. Conant, Asa Han behind. He has one trophy of the victory,
Death of Mr. Livingston.—'The New York
which are proposed, there is needed
HE next term of this Academy will com achanges
large addition to the list of subscribers.—
son, William T. Smith, Nathan Dane Ap which he is carrying with him to Georgia, evening papers of 24th announce the death of
mence
on
Wednesday,
June
15th.
All
Shall
this addition be obtained ? It is hoped
pleton and John T. Smith were admitted as where he is proceeding to visit his friends. the Hon. Edward Livingston, at Rhinebeck,
who desire to be received as students are re
 you
He was in the battle and fought gallantly.
on Monday 23d ult. after-a short illness, said
that
will be presented, weekly, with a
quested
to
make
application
to
Capt.
R
alph
Associates ;—Jedediah Jewett was chosen
to,have been caused by drinking cold water
paper which it will give you pleasure to read
C
urtis
,
a
week
at
least
before
that
time.
Clerk of the Corporation ;—Messrs. Mason
The Creek War.—Accounts are received when heated, on Saturday previous. The
which may be instrumental of good to your
THOMAS O. LINCOLN, Secretary children, your clerks and apprentices, to all,
Greenwood, Joseph Adams, Nathan Wins from Columbus, Georgia, to the 21st ult. New York American remarks upon this
of Board of Trustees.
in short, under your roof—a paper which
low, James Irish, Tappan Robie, Ellis B. There were 2000 troops assembled then and event :
Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
500 more expected soon. An attack was ap
Mr. Livingston was in his 72d year, and
you may circulate among your friends and
Usher, Daniel T. Pierce, John Holmes, Na prehended from a body of Indians in a the last time we saw him—not many weeks
neighbors with the thought that by so doing
MONEY WANTED,
than D. Appleton, John Powers, Thomas B. swamp below, supposed to be 1500 in num ago—he talked, with all the anticipations and
you are promoting the spread of Christian
OR
which
prime
notes
and
mortgages
of
truth and the interests of vital piety. It is
Parks, Arthur McArthur and John Warren ber. It was said that 3000 warriors were as apparent health of a youthful sportsman,
Real Estate, inferior to none in the only asked that the experiment may be fully
were elected Directors ;—Messrs. John sembled near Tuskuga. The Columbus In about a trouting excursion he was contempla
city, will be given.
Bank and other city
quirer of the 20th gives the following particu ting to Long Island. His summons has been
and fairly tried—that you will lend your pat
Holmes, Tappan Robie and Charles Hunt lars. There appears to have been very little short and sudden for a more fearful journey. stocks bought and sold by
ronage to the Monitor one year. Shall this
were chosen a Committee to prepare a code authentic information of the actual condition
WM. H. WOOD,
experiment succeed ? Will not those blessed
Mr. Livingston, as a public man, has been
Stock and Exchange Broker,
of By-Laws; and the meeting then adjourn or designs of the Indiaas, and many of the for so many years connected with this Stale
with wealth subscribe for several copies—and
Fore Street.
rumors were undoubtedly either unfounded and the nation at large, that no hasty sketch
circulate them among their friends ? Will
ed to the first Monday in June.
Portland,
May
10,
1836.
not the young men, generally so spirited in
or greatly exaggerated.—Boston Patriot.
could do justice to his character or abilities.
Gen. Harrison’s prospects are brighten
Further news from Roanoke.—A company These few lines are merely designed to com Medicines, Paints and Oils. every good work, lend us their aid ? Will
not heads of families encourage our attempt
municate and regret his sudden demise.
ing daily. Two or three -anti-masonic pa ofarmed men from Randolph county, hearing
»ye-Stuffs and Groceries.
to present them with an interesting and prof
of the destruction of Roanoke, repaired im
pers, in Pennsylvania, which had opposed mediately to the spot. They arrived there
From Tobasco.—We learn by Capt. Pow rip HE subscribers have just opened at the itable family news-paper ?
Friends of Liberal Christianity :—We
his nomination, have within a few weeks, in yesterday afternoon, and found the site of the ers of schr. Homer, from Tobasco, that the
store recently occupied by Edward
compliance with the wishes of their subscri village in possession of a company of Indians, excitement at that place against the Ameri Gould, and will constantly keep MEDI have made you acquainted with our plans
cans was very great, in consequence of the CINES of all kinds and the best quality— and purposes and wants. We appeal to youf
bers, altered their tone and run up the Harri headed by a white man. They charged disturbances in Texas.—Courier Enq.
liberality with confidence that we shall ba
PAINTS & OILS.
them with spirit, and killed three of the In
son flag. The New York Courier and En dians and their white leader. The balance
supported in our attempt.
—ALSO—
Wednesday the first day of June was men
DYE-STUFFS & GROCERIES,
quirer, an influential journal, has also recent succeeded in gaining the swamp, and escap
HYMENEAL.
all of which will be sold on as good terms tioned in the last Monitor as the day on
ly declared its determination to support Har ed, leaving their pursuers in possession of
which the next number would appear. It
MARRIED—In this town, on the 22d nit. by as can be purchased here or elsewhere.
their killed.
rison and Granger.
Mr. William M. Bryant, Mr.-Thomas W. Em
may be impossible for the Publisher to con
W.
M.
BRYANT.
The Western Mail is entirely stopped. We ery
, to Miss Martha R. L. Wormwood, all of
form to this arrangement, and become ne
A. WARREN.
have no news from that quarter since Tues this town.
Short and to the point.—The following day
cessary to defer it even some weeks after that
Kennebunk, May 21, 1836.
last, and it is impossible to say when we
In
Eastport,
22d
ult.
Daniel
T.
Granger,
Esq.
time. This depends on the activity, perse
brief and pithy resolutions were adopted at a shall again have any communication with to Miss Ann Maria Bartlett.
verance and success of the friends of Liberal
NOTICE.
public meeting of the friends of Harrison re Montgomery, Mobile, &c. The Indians have
In Portland, 30th ult. Mr. E. F. Duren, of the
ISSES EATON & HILL have taken Christianity, to whom the publisher now
taken all the stages attempting to go through, firm of Duren & Thacher of Bangor, to Miss
cently held in Charleston, Virginia :—
a room in the dwelling-house of Capt. humbly, yet with much confidence that suc
Mary C. Hyde, daughter of Mr. William Hyde
Resolved, That we can beat Martin Van and murdered the drivers and passengers, as of
cess will crown faithful exertion, submits his
Daniel Eaton, in Wells, where they intend
P.
many
as
fell
into
their
hands.
We
think
the
Buren.
last appeal.
In Saco, Mr. Joseph Hill, to Miss Mary J. carrying on the
contractors perfectly justifiable in stopping
Resolved, That we will do it.
JHIJLMTÏERY A3VD 1>RESS Terms. The Monitor will be issued
the mails, as it is next to impossible to get Fairfield, daughter of Mr. Stephen Fairfield.
Making business, and will keep constantly for weekly, at Two Dollars per annum, in ad
The Conference of the Methodist Episco even a horseman through the nation.
OBITUARY
sale an assortment of
vance. If paid within three months from tha
pal Church at Cincinnati recently adopted a
& RICH RIB first number of each volume, it will be con
FROM TEXAS.
DIED—In Hollis, of the Small Pox, Miss Ma STRAW BONNETS
BONS
resolution, declaring themselves “ entirely Extract of a letter from a house in New Or ry Lane, daughter of the late Col. Isaac Lane.
sidered in advance. After that time, 12 i
leans to a merchant in this city, dated 13//i Also, an infant daughter of the late Hon. Jabez of all kinds, together with FANCY GOODS. cents will be added to the charge for each
opposed to modern abolitionism,” and wholly
Wells,
May
18,
1836»
May.
Bradbury.
quarter while the payment is delayed.
disclaimingany right, wish, or intention, to
“ A fleet of nine vessels leave here to-mor
In Limerick, Mrs. Lydia Felch, aged 91.
The Monitor will be printed on good pa
interfere with the civil and political relation of row with a fine steamboat, mounting 7 guns,
In Parsonsfield, 14th ult. Nancy, wife of Mr. BRUCE’S NEW Y O RK TYPE per with a medium sized type
and besides
FOUNDRY,
master and slave, as it exists in the slave and about 700 men, for Texas—4 out of the 9 Benjamin McKenney, and daughter of the Rev.
the Religious Department, a portion of each
No. 13, Chamber-street, near Chatham.
schooners are armed. Gen. Felix Houston of John Buzzell,aged 42 years.
number will be devoted to Miscellany, Liter
holding States in this country.”
Natchez sold his plantation at auction in this
HE price of Five line Pica, plain and ature, the News and Advertising.
city
for
56,000
dollars,
the
proceeds
he
SHIP
NEWS
antique, is reduced to 25 cents a lb.
Discontinuance to delinquent subscribers
New Hotels.—The Astor House, in New
applied to equipping 500 mounted men, who
and Six line Pica and larger to 20 cents,
discretionary with the Publisher.
York—the largest Hotel in the country—was left Natchez on the 5th instant. There is no
KEiN'NEBl’NK, JUNE 4, 1836.
thereby making these perfect metal types
May 21, 1836.
opened for the reception of company on doubt of their success since they have San
cheaper than any other.
ARRIVED.
Tuesday last, under the direction of Messrs. ta Anna ; persons who have seen him say he
This foundry has a most extensive and un
May 24— Sloop Packet, Dyer, Portland.
The Hoard of Health of the
paralleled assortment of Plain, Shaded, Con town of Kennebunk, hereby give notice to
SAILED.
Boyden & Son, late of the Tremont House, is very talkative and makes many promises.
He
also
says
that
Texas
is
too
far
from
Mex

densed
and
ornamented
Types,
by
which
May
21
—
Schs.
Grape,
Ward,
Boston;
the Inhabitants of said town, that the Small
Boston.—The Albion, a new Hotel in Boston, ico ever to be of use to her.”
Mary, Pope, New York ;
Printers at the letter-press are enabled to ri Pox has made its appearance near by us and
was opened on the 1st inst., under the direc
26—Sch. Alpha, Perkins, Boston ;
val
the
impression
from
copper-plate
in
has proved fatal in several instances ; we
[From the New Orleans Bulletin, May 12.]
Sloop Pacific, Webber, do.
tion of Mr. J. E. Hunt.
beauty, fancy and tasteful display.
therefore advise the immediate vaccination
Letter from the President of Texas.
The assortment embraces 250 sizes or va of all persons who have not had the kine pox
MEMORANDA.
PORT OF GALVESTON, APRIL 29.
Notices have been published calling Con
Ar. at New York, 26th ult. ship New Orleans, rieties, from twelve line pica to pearl, of Ro or small pox, as they are in danger of that
Col. Triplet—man, Italic, Black, Antique, Italian, Title, terrible disease.
Cole, Liverpool, April 18.
ventions in Waldo County and Congression
Dear Sir—You doubtless have heard of a
Ar. at Savannah, 21st ult. barque Nimrod, Condensed, Shaded,
Script, Backslope,
S. EMERSON,
? Board of Health of
al district, to be held at Knox, on the 30th splendid and decisive victory gained on the Thompson, Havre, 40.
German Text, Ornamented, Music, &c. and
JACOB FISHER, $
Kennebunk.
21st
inst.
by
General
Houston
over
Santa
Cid. at Philadelphia, 30th, brig Herschell, also Piece Fractions, Superiors, Space Rules,
inst.—the former to select candidates for
May 20,1836.
Astronomical and other signs, Ornamented
Senators, County Treasurer and Register of Anna and his forces. Santa Anna, Col. Al White, New York.
monte, Gen. Cos, and some other officers are
The hull and materials of brig Mexico, wreck Dashes, Long Braces, Brass Rules, nearly
Deeds,—the latter to nominate a candidate for prisoners. The enemy had about 600 killed
NOTICE.
ed on Cape Sable, adv. (in a Yarmouth, N. S. 300 Borders, and more than 1000 Cuts or
Member of Congress.
and about 500 to 600 made prisoners ; about paper, of 23d) to be sold May 30.
HAT all may reap the benefit of the
Ornaments for Newspapers, Sehool-Books,
30 officers were killed on the field. Our loss
prophylactic virtue of the kine pox,
and Scientific works.
Dr. MORSE has obtained the genuine vac
Small Pox.—We understand that several was 7 killed and 11 wounded.— Wonderful
Brig Mexico, of Kennebunk, 270 tons register,
The subscribers furnish Composing-Sticks,
Sylvanus Snow, Master, from Boston for Pic- Cases, Chases, Galleys, Furniture, Paper, Ink, cine virus, and will vaccinate all those who
new cases of this disease occurred at Salmon disparity !
Our home has been plundered and rifled of tou, N. S. on the 13th May, 31 hours out, wind all kinds of Printing Presses, and every arti- feel
unable to pay, and will call at his House
<
Falls, in Hollis, during the last week.
every thing. We are without any article ne W. S. W. in a thick fog ran ashore on Cape Sa cle required in a Printing-Office. They also between 3 and 6 o’clock, P. M. within 20
One or two cases of Small Pox have oc cessary to house keeping.
ble, about 9 o’clock in the evening—at the time execute orders for Stereotyping.
days, free of expense.
she was under fullsail, and was judged by her
Signed,
DAVID G. BURNET,
May 21. 1836.
curred in Gardiner.
Printers
of
Newspapers
who
publish
this
President Republic of Texas. officers to have given the Cape a good berth ; advertisement (with this note) three times
owing to the strong current setting into the Bay
FLINT MORGAN,
Fundy on the flood tide, and not having seen before the first of July, 1836, and send a pa
Solomon Carter, who was apprehended
(^Orders have been received by Major of
thé
land, is the cause assigned for the disaster. percontaining it to the foundry, shall receive A TRÜE SON OF OLD SHERMAN MORGAN.
and confined in jail at Paris, Oxford County, McClintock at Fort Preble, to proceed with Exertions
were used without success, to get the payment when they make a purchase from
several weeks since, on the charge of Mur all possible despatch with the company under vessel off on Saturday and Sunday—during the the Foundry of four times the amount of their
TJORSE Growers are
his
command,
to
Fort
Columbus,
and
from
night
of
Sunday,
a rough sea came in which bill. The publication of our former adver
der, was indicted for Manslaughter only du
JOL respectfully informed
thence to Fort Mitchell in Alabama. .
caused the vessel to bilge and fill with water—a tisement is hereby forbidden.
Bwcf vW that the distinguished Flint
ring the late term of the S. J. Court held at
survey having been called, she was condemned
Portland Adv.
GEORGE BRUCE & CO.
Morgan Horse will pursue
and sold. The officers (except the Captain) and
Paris. A continuance was granted, in con
New York, Jan. 23, 1836.
nearly the same route as last year, commeH’
crew
arrived
here
in
a
small
vessel
from
Bar

The troops from Fort Preble, at Portland,
sequence of the absence of a material witness,
cing about the 20th of the present month.
rington, their baggage was all saved. The rig
and the prisoner was ordered to recognize in arrived in this city yesterday by the steam ging, sails, &c. were secured, for the protection
•Hill bail's.
Persons wishing to rear good bottomed road
boat,
and
proceeded
immediately
by
the
OR sale by
! sters are invited to improve this Horse.
the sum of $1500, with a surety to the same
, * t> 1 T> .1 . .L a* .u *L . J of which, and the further management of the
Piovidence
Rail
Road
to
the
South,
bemg
baeineBi
,
Capt/S.
temained
at
Cape
Sable,
WM. LORD.
JOHN BELLOWS.
amount.
bound to Fort Mitchell.—Boston Pat. 1st inst. I
Fastport Sentinel.
April 22,1836.
May 15,1836,
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CHARLES HOLMAN.

¡Witcher, Dover; James Fogg, Osal™. <
a practice and its result, is an injury to the
NOTICE.
Wm.Gault, Concord ; Ephraim Dav. T»!1
Nos. 9 10, Penhallow-street,
community, and ought to be declared an of- At
, a meeting of the Directors of the Port
prey River ; Wm. North & Co., GreatX*
land Stage Company, held at Jonathan
fence against the State, and against its peace
Portsmouth, (N. H.}
(Somersworth; John H. Wheeler, Asa A
Stone’s Inn, Kennebunk, on Monday,the .HAS prepared and constantly on hand Tufts, Dover; Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter*
and dignity and punishable as such, and it
[From the Chambersburg Repository.]
9th day of May, 1836.
ought also to subject the offender to ade
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the John R. Reding, Haverhill; Eider Guy Beck’
A POETICAL PORTRAIT.
Voted, That the Agent of the Portland ;following
following Medicines
Medicines :—
1I ty» Keene. In Massachusetts, by Rev. ft. g
quate
damages
to
the
party
injured
—
for
She is not very beautiful, if it be beauty’s test
Stage Company, be instructed to conform to NATURE'S GRAND RESTORATIVE. Spau
e"bS ’ LoJl||Selt%. HaWTo match a classic model, when perfectly at the injury done to his immediate connections' the requirements of an Act prohibiting the
stonds unrivalled
unrivalled
»Joshua Hubbard, Lowell; Elijah por
rest.— Willis.
as well as to himself ; to be recovered for emission and circulation of Bank bills of a
This Vegetable Medicine stands
te‘*. No.
Washington street, Salem • iw
r‘”"
their benefit by any person who would pros small denomination and certain others, ap for the following complaints, viz •:• Fi««™»
She is not beautiful—her brow
aia or
ecute therefor.
How much longer will proved March 19ih, 1836.
Is not, as Parian marble, pale,
ay"L~
v,JIOnst(
Voted, That the above vote, together with Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cosiivenest*, Boston
Why should it rise before me now,
our legislators suffer a few men to deal out,
Worthen,’- Amesbury
• RRev.'
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans“
’; James Salisbury
njiesbury
When fairer ones in memory fail ?
under the sanction of law, those intoxica the 2d and 4th sections of said Act, be pub ing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
pains
in
^Yo^k
0
^
’
r
^
a
,
n!es
?^
udge
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in
Mud®.
And round that brow, the locks which shade,
lished
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
Maine'
¡J
w York by
Hon and
Though twin’d with neatness, taste and care, ting drinks which are producing such a de Democrat, and one or more papers in the th! side, stomach and breist, colds and
gree and amount of poverty and crime, as City of Portland.
coughs, of long standing, hoarseness, short- I v ’ Vandpi imof RrnnH ^Dn?S ^0,5
Seem not to win the gaze, display d—
And yet—my fancy lingers there.
to require the aid of the government to the
ness of breath, nervous complaints, tec. which • •
*
p,
’ Baneo^'nIn-^aine'
DANIEL SEWALL, President.
amount of a very considerable tax, by way
is frequency the effee. of disease, its virtues
NATH
’
L
JEFFERDS,
Clerk.
Her eyes—in truth, ’tis hard to tell
of legal charity to the poor, and to punish
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That from surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wm. Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee St’
What is their real, settled hue ;
the criminal—who have become so by and after the first day of June next, no per moving St. Vitus* Dance ; two bottles have 1I Stevens
And I had mark’d them long and well,
; Sam’S Jackson, jr. &, Co. Belfa t♦
Before the secret tint I knew.
means of intemperance ? How long will son or body corporate in this State, shall pass, been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Joseph Clark, York ; Samuel Adams Can*
ter
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
four
Such varied feelings in them play,
our legislators be deaf to the cry of suffering or put into circulation, directly or indirectly, years. It has a most powerful influence in Neddick ; Samuel Sawyer, Ogunquit’« C
With swimming tears, or sunny gleams—
humanity, and not come to the rescue ? How any Bank Bill or note of a less denomination removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Wm. Gooch, Wells ; D. REMICH, ’¿2
Not beautiful, indeed, they saylong will they witness the scenes of distress than two dollars issued by any Bank in this to take and in its operation so much so, that bunk ; Sheldon Hobbs, North Berwick*
But yet, 1 like their charming beams.
and anguish that are yet daily exhibiting in State, and from and after the first day of Oc it may be administered to the infant with I Enoch Goodale, Saco ; Wm. Winslow, BrunJ
tober next no person or body corporate in
wick ; James Bowman, Gardiner ; Tappan
Her lip—’tis not a ruby gem,
almost every town in the State, and not at this State shall pass or put into circulation as safety.
Or rosebud glowing through the dew,
Directions for receiving this or any other & Ladd, Augusta; Jesse Taylor, NörridL
tempt
to
mitigate
nt
least,
if
not
entirely
re

aforesaid
any
Bank
Bill
or
note
of
a
less
de

Although its bloom might vie with them,
walk. In Vermont, by Burnham & Skinner
lieve, so great and such extreme sufferings ? nomination than three dollars issued by any ’ of the following named medicines accom Newbury.
And ’tis more tempting to the view—
r'
pany
and
envelope
each
bottle.
Certificates
Shall the heart broken wife and mother Bank or person in this State, and from and
And, though not finely cut or curl’d
GT’ AH directions signed in the hand wri<
of
the
efficacy
of
this
medicine
have
been
re

With beauty’s smile, or beauty’s sneer,
and the ragged children of a drunkard after the first day of June eighteen hundred ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a ting of the proprietor.
There is no other in the world,
Sept. 19.
much longer remain unregarded, and no at and thirty seven no person or body corporate talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
Whose whispers I would rather hear.
tempt be made to heal the one and clothe, in this State shall pass or put into circula Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
the other by removing the cause that has tion as aforesaid any Bank Bill or note of a also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of ,
Her cheek—the rose and lily’s reign
less dénomination than five dollars issued by
Is not without a rival there—
produced such wretchedness ? A patriot any Bank or person in this State.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. TO
, PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH THE FOLLOW»
For sun and wind have left their stain,
—
Mr.
Josiah
Webster,
deceased,
late
a
Mes

ic
legislator
will
be
industrious
in
investiga

feec. 4. Be it further enacted, That if any
ING COMPLAINTS, VIZ J
And darken’d what had else been fair.
ting and ascertaining what evils in society person in this State shall violate the second senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, Scrofula,
Nor are the outlines of her face,
Scurvy,
and
Mr.
Robert
Foster,
Printer
of
the
same
require a speedy, and an efficient removal section of this Act, the person so offending
In Grecian or Italian style,
Leprosy,
Foul Festering &
place
;
which
gentlemen
it
is
well
known
And yet, without one classic grace,
— and the best mode of doing it.
And shall forfeit and pay for each and every such here are as credible, respectable and compe Salt Rheum,
ruptiqns,
1 can’t forget it—all the while.
if he regard the “ greatest good of the offence a sum not less than five nor more than tent witnesses as any persons in this commu St. Anthony's Fire,
Pimpled
and Car*
fifteen
dollars.
And
if
any
Bank
in
this
State
greatest number,” must he not feel it to be
Her form—it does not strike the eye—
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of Fever Sores, even
bunded Faces,
his duty to aid in prohibiting such facilities shall violate any of the provisions of this Act, Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
And few, perhaps, would in it see
when the bones are Sore Eyes,
such Bank shall forfeit and pay for each and
A charm to wake the sculptor’s sigh,
to intemperance, and its dire results, as are every such offence five hundred dollars ; And Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
affected,
Sore Legs,
Or painter’s raptur’d eulogy,
furnished by rum-sellers ?
if any body corporate in th is Stale, other than Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re White Swellings,
But it was veil’d by modesty,
Scald Head,
spectable
persons.
Secondly,
The
power
of
preventing
a Bank, or the Agent of any such body cor
And innocence its steps hath taught—
Violent Eruptions Venereal Tainh,
HOLMAN
’
S
BONE
OINTMENT.
any licensed dram-sellers, is also with those porate acting in said capacity, or any person
There are more perfect—but, for me,
after Measles,
when Mercury hat
This Ointment stands at the head of all
No other goddess need be sought.
town, city, and plantation officers to whom acting in said Agent’s stead, shall violate any
Ulcers,
jfailed,
«.»ecu,
remedies
for
the
following
diseases
which
of
the
provisions
of
this
Act,
such
body
corthe power of granting licenses is given by
She is not beautiful, I know—
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism and all disorders arising from an impurt
.
porate
shall
forfeit
and
pay
for
each
and
every
law. The statute conferring this power
Then why upon her portrait dwell ?
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
leaves it to the discretion of the licensing such offence, a sum not less than twenty-five, bruises and contracted tendons of long stand state of the Blood and Humors—are assured
Why does her image haunt me so ?
nor more than one hundred dollars. And
that
Her words float round like music’» spell,
board to grant licenses or withhold them. each and every body corporate in this State, ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff
DR. RELFE’S
And e’en amidst the young and gay,
The language of the statute is they may Banks not excepted, offending as aforesaid, joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
When the most beautiful are near,
lar
action.
grant
as
many
licenses
to
men
of
sober
life
1 shall be liable to forfeiture of charter.
Why do my thoughts, ao restless, stray,
It assuages pains in Bilesand Abscesses.
and conversation, and of good moral char
Continue Unrivalled,
And fondly murmur—•“ were she here 1”
I, the undersigned, as Agent
acter, suitably qualified, as they may deem1 of the Portland Stage Company, hereby give Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed for the Prevention, Relief, and Cure of these '
Is it—that mind hath set its seal
necessary, if they deem none to be necessa■ notice, that the provisions of the above law Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
complaints.
On that calm brow—those speaking eyes ?
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
ry they will grant no license. That none are! and vote will be carried into effect.
In proof of which read the following
)
Is it—that those dear lipa reveal
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
All Drivers and others in the employment Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
Their thoughts in truth’s own timid guise ?' necessary has been found by the experience
Remarkable cure of a case of 12 yean
Is it the blush of artless shame—
of thousands and tens of thousands, of our of the P. S. C. are hereby directed to govern cessary. This remedy is offered to the public standing : Extract of a letter.
The deeper glow of feelings high—
fellow citizens, who obstain from all intox- themselves accordingly.
with the full assurance that it far excels the
Sir—“ My leg, which before did not look
The tear that falls at pity's claim—
ENOCH PAINE.
opodeldocs and liniments of the present day, like a human limb, is now entirely healed
cating drinks,—whether by the fire side or
The ready hand of sympathy ?
Portland, May 10, 1836.
for the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted up, (after resisting every other application
on a journey, in the field or workshops,—
to give it the decided preference to every for 12 years!) Previous to taking yoor
It is—but how shall words express
and receive no detriment, but find their
HEMLOCK
BOARDS.
thing else. Many physicians of eminence
The varied magic of the soul ?
comfort, health and happiness thereby pro
ANTED by the subscriber, 20 M. have used this ointment and extol its merits. Relfe’s Botanical Drops, I had given up all
Enough that 1 its power confess,
moted.
On
the
other
hand,
they
have
but
Nor strive to break the sweet control.
Merchantable Hemlock BOARDS.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car hope of relief.”
to recollect the legions of evils arising from
Enough—that well that form bespeaks
Another Case. An Agent writes—
WM. LORD.
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of
The higher beauties of her mind—•
intemperance that have been portrayed and
Maÿ 5, 1836.
his daughter of a contracted knee, accompa “ There is a person taking the Botanical
Aa through a chrystal casket, breaks
spread out before our astonished world,
nies and envelopes each vial.
Drops, evidently with the greatest advan
The radiance of the gems enshrin'd.
within the last ten years, remember that the
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this tage.” He declares, to use his own words,
Palm Eeaf Hats.
half has not been told, and they must be
LARGE assortment of PALM LEAF preparation accompany each box. This oint “ It is doing wonders for him,” and is, as i(
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It were, “ snatching him from the grave.”
HATS for sale by the subscriber.
convinced that it is necessary for the pub
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
WILLIAM LORD.
lic
good
to
refuse
licenses
lor
dram-selling
Numerous instances have occurred where
[From the Maine Temperance Herald.]
gredients, so common in many of the popular
Kennebunk, May 4, 1836.
—and that a sense of duty requires it. Ma
persons
were pining away a miserable ei- !
Mr. Editor :—I have observed among ny of those who are laboring in this all im
ointments in use.
istence, nothing they could procure affordthe resolves passed at the annual meeting of portant moral reformation, are of opinion
PORTER HALL
Vegetable Elzxir.—This Elixir is useful in
the Maine Temperance Society, the follow that the vending of intoxicating drink is an
AS lately received and offers for sale! all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied ing them permanent relief, until they had
a prime assortment of GOODS,, externally. Directions accompany and envel made use of the above invaluable Medicine,
ing :
immorality, and that no Christian could con
They are also the best Spring and Au«
suitable for the season.
ope each vial.
“ As the licensed dram-shops, and dram- sistently do it. Would it not be equally in
tumnal
Physic.
Pine
Slippery
Elm,
for
Poidtices.
—
There
selling taverns, furnish the principal facili consistent for a Christian to license anoth
never was an article introduced into the
The Nation’s Progress,
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5.
ties to dram-drinking and intemperance, and er to do that which is immoral ? “ Lead
R Licentiousness and Ruin : A dis “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
are at this time the greatest obstacles to the us not into temptation,” ought to be the
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR
course delivered on the evening of the cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
progress of the temperance reformation, daily prayer of every disciple of Jesus—
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
annual Fast in Massachusetts, April 7, 1836,
therefore,
and how consistently with his Christian du by John Gunnison, Pastor of the Union tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
“ Resolved, That it is the duty of all ties fhaving the power to withhold licenses)* Evangelical church of Amesbury and Salis ordinary way as you would any other poul
NE of the best and most thorough
PORTER HALL.
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
who have the power to exercise it in pro to authorize another to furnish temptations bury. For sale by
remedies known for this troublesoms
Kennebunk, May 6, 1836.
case may require. There is another kind
hibiting all suchfacilities to intemperance, that thousands cannot or will not resist !
complaint.
It has more perfectly answered ;
which
is
called
superfine
for
internal
use.
All
that the public good may be thereby pro It must also be recollected that no man is
may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol the purpose for which it is intended than '
moted.”
entitled to be licensed if he have not
man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
any other now in common use and affords I
It is to be inferred from the manner in <f a good moral character,”—and if previ
Superfine Poivder of Elm Bark.—This arti immediate and permanent relief, both from ?
OTICE is hereby given, that the Patent
which the adoption of this resolve is mention ous to his being licensed, he sustain such
granted to me for cleansing and dress cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar the disorder itself, and its accompanying
ed in the Herald, that it was passed without a character, his practice by virtue of his li
ing Feathers, dated February 7th, 1834, has
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump symptoms of pain in the loins, vertigo,
discussion. If so, was its importance duly cense makes him an immoral man. Do not been renewed with a more correct specifica tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, headache, loss of appetite, indigestion,
appreciated by those who acted upon it ? those who grant licenses, license our im tion according to the Act of Congress in such throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external and other marks of debility.
The preamble assumes it to be a fact that morality. Is it not, then, an imperious du case made and provided ; and that this re application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
Price $1 for both articles—Oint
dram-shops and taverns, by reason of the ly of every conscientious man—having the newed Patent is dated October 17th, 1835, biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This ment and Electuary —or 50 cents when but
medicine
is
recommended
by
the
first
medi

and
has
been
submitted
to
the
examination
temptation they hold out to all classes of our power—to exercise it in prohibiting dram
learned counsel, who have pronounced it cal gentlemen in our country for the above one only is wanted.
citizens to partake of intoxicating liquors, selling ? How happy would it be for the of
to be valid, and the invention well secured to complaints. Directions to each package.
(L/53None are genuine unless signed T.
serve to perpetuate habits of intemperance people of Maine if every licensing board in the Patentee. Now, therefore, this is to cau
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
in those who have already formed them, and the Slate would have the moral courage to tion all persons against using without my li Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
essential to aid in forming habits in those perform its duty. The experience of a few cense and consent, my invention, or any of ening a hard dry cough, and for those who tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
but just commencing the use of intoxicating years under such a system would abundant the different modifications of it, with which are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val whom they are for sale, at his Counting
liquors. And will any one deny this fact ? ly prove its happy results. Will not those some portions of the community have been uable for children, in cases of whooping Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
by his special appointment, by
How many are there who will still use ar having the power, embrace so favorable an deceived by designing men who prefer pil cough, chin cough, &c.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
dent spirit, who would go or send to the dis opportunity of doing good ? Will they re fering to an honest livelihood, as I am de
Directions.—-For grown persons, take from
to prosecute all infringements on two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port. .
tillery for it ?
None but those who live in flect seriously upon this important subject, termined
my right, to the full extent and utmost rigor quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsC. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
the immediate vicinity of a distillery—anti and endeavor to come to right conclusions as of the law.
full.
those are comparatively few, no town in this regards what is thus earnestly and implor
GEORGE REYNOLDS, Patentee.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
fresh gwd
State having a distillery therein in opera ingly urged upon them as a duty ? Let the
East Hartford, April 15, 1836.
culated to correct the bile and create an ap
ILLIAM LORD has just received and
tion, except Portland, Augusta and Belfast. dram-sellers, and the drunkards, and the
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
is now opening a very handsome as
—It, is, then, undeniably true that intem demagogues rail at our performances of du
may be freely used both as a restorative and
sortment of
Paper Hangings.
perance would nearly cease, were all the ty. The philanthropist, and the Christian
CASE low priced Paper Hangings— to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. Spring and Summer Goods,
venders of intoxicating liquors to abandon and the patriot will applaud and ap
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number which are offered for sale on very reasonable
neat patterns, this day received by
the traffic in them. Less than one thous- prove the glorious deed, and if need be,
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va terms.
D. REMICH.
and men in this State are daily supplying aid you in the attempt to dry up this foun
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
Kennebunk, April 12,1836.
Kennebunk, April 22, 1836.
of falling sickness, have been radically cured
the means of intoxication to its sixty thous tain of misery.
p***
by
a
proper
use
of
this
medicine.
Directions
and male inhabitants, who still drink intox
NOTICE.
accompany each vial.
icating liquors— and thousands are, in conse
TSAAC FURBISH has just received age»HE subscriber having contracted with
PROBATE
NOTICE
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly -I eral assortment of
quence, continued and made poor, misera
the town of Kennebunk, to support
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses Dry and Fancy Goods and
ble drunkards. Is not, then, the other At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
every possible advantage over that in its
fact assumed in the preamble, that dram
in and for the County of York, on the first gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Groceries,
crude state.
vision
for
them
at
the
Alms-House,
and
here

Monday
in
April,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
shops and taverns are now the greatest ob
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
stacle to the progress of the temperance re
powder is a most valuable remedy for com CROCKERY VSJYD
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
formation, also true? And shall eight or JOSEPH WATERHOUSE, guardian of any of the Paupers of said town on his ac mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
count or on account of the town, as he will
ten hundred men be permitted to continue
long standing. It has been long tested and is
Sophia, Charles Henry, Reuben and pay no bill for their support.
—ALSO—
recommended to the public as one of the HARD WARE & JOINERS’ TOOL«»
a traffic fraught with so much misery to so Sarah E. Littlefield, minors, and children of
JAMES WARREN.
most
valuable
medicines
now
in
use.
great a number who might otherwise be Elisha Littlefield, late of Kennebunk, in said
all of which will be sold on reasonable term»
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo for Cash.
comfortable, and happy, and useful ? Tru county, yeoman, deceased, having present
lasses on going to bed.
Blacking.
Kennebunk, April 22, 1836.
ly, if all who had to pause would do their ed his first accounts of guardianship of his
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
IVERMORE’S PASTE & LIQUID
duty by exercising it in prohibiting such a said wards for allowance :
NOTICE.
7
ORDERED—That the said guardian
BLACKING, recommended as a su powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
nefarious traffic, the public good would be give
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscribe
notice to all persons interested, by caus
tions
now
in
use
for
this
distressing
complaint.
perior article, for sale by
thereby greatly promoted. In whom is this ing a copy of this order to be published
are requested to make payment pre»*
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
D. REMICH.
power vested ?
I answer,firstly, that the three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ous to the first of August next.
produces a healthy state of the bile.
March 31, 1836.
WM. BOURNE.
power is vested in the legislature to prohib Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
Wells,
May
2,
1836.
it by law the vending of ardent spirit. The county, that they may appear at a Pro
panied with great debility, was recently cured
law authorizing certain town, city and plan bate Court to be held at Saco, in said
OR sale by the subscriber.
in this place, in the course of three days, by
Caution.
n
tation officers, to grant licenses, the legisla county, on the first Monday in June next, at
WM. LORD.
the powder. Directions with the box.
HE subscriber having purchased ot
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
April 22, 1836.
ture may repeal, and declare every grog
Also a very general assortment of medicin
lando Badger, the Patentee, the
shew cause, if any they have, why the said
«hop and dram-selling tavern to be a nui accounts should not be allowed.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
elusive right of using, constructing and ve
WANTED.
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo ing the Patent Improved Feather ^en®va.J
sance and subject the owner to an indict
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
ment, and a penalty on conviction of the of
WHITE OAK knees, from 7 to 8 dating prices on commission or other ar for cleaning and dressing feathers, i°r
rangement, as at any other large establish County of York, hereby cautions all P
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
inch arm.
fence, What law could be more reason
April 9.
s
against using or vending said maebiue wi
SOO f*eet Wale, from 35 to 45 feet in length, ment in the Union.
able and just than a law to punish the person
by 9£ inches Floor Timbers ;
The following named persons are agents said County, as every infringement o
who should he guilty of selling intoxicating
In New
which
GOFFE®.
—Second Futtocks ;—Top Timber, &c.
for the above named medicines. I_
" . .. patent
,
----- comes
----- to his notice Wi
drink to a neighbor, whereby he is made
11 of i-iic ««”’•
4^ E, BAGS of old Sumatra COFFEE.
Red and white oak plank, 3 inches thick, Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam- prosecuted to the extent
poor and vicious—and his connections made
GEORGE LORRO? for sale by
WM. LORD.
prey River ; Uri Lam per, Hampton ; Upr I
by
J. TITCOMB.
to experience suffering and sorrow ? Such
April 22, 1836.
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; Dr. Reuben | South Berwick, April 7,1836.
Kennebunk, March 25s 1836,
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